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This review is dedicated to the use of case studies and examples in undergraduate courses. Few academic papers deal 
with the use of example in pedagogy and they are mainly dedicated to secondary school. On the contrary, many 
academic papers refer to the use of case studies but under different practices. The purpose here is to identify and 
understand what defines an "example" of a "case study" in undergraduate studies. This review aims to identify the 
assigned keys of both. Case studies and examples reveal teacher practices at university and pedagogical content 
knowledge. It is a way to understand what and how students learn. Case studies and examples afford to question 
higher education across professionalization, reasoning, the identity of professor, etc. 
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 ALICE DELSERIEYS & PERRINE MARTIN 

Teaching practices in higher education: There is no teaching without examples or cases!   

The evolution of teaching practices in higher education is at the heart of many debates to face 
challenges such as low student motivation or the growing heterogeneity amongst student 
population. In this context, the choice was made to question the use of examples in higher 
education. It is a frequent practice, shared by lecturer from many areas, but rarely studied by 
research in education at university level. We first present theoretical considerations in order to 
propose a definition of what an example in higher education can be. We then consider the 
questions raised by such practices in the relation between lecturer and students and the 
effectiveness in terms of student learning. The researches presented in this issue question the 
didactical choices of lecturer at university when using examples in their courses. It is a based on the 
opinion of lecturers from different subjects: physics, chemistry, mathematics, history, geography 
and urbanism. This interest in university lecturers’ practices and their multiple uses of examples in 
class then raises the question of the effectiveness in relation to student engagement and learning. 
 
 

 CÉCILE DE HOSSON, NICOLAS DÉCAMP & PHILIPPE COLIN 

Characterizing elements of pedagogical identity of university physics teachers through the 
use of examples 

Using examples in physics teaching at university level is commonplace and inevitable. As 
researchers in physics education (didactic of physics) we question what academics in physics say 
when they describe why, when and how they use examples while they teach. These declared uses 
are considered as markers of the relationships academics maintain with the teaching and the 
learning of the physics; they allow us to go back to certain dimensions of their professional identity, 
considered in its epistemological and educational dimensions. 
 
 

 ISABELLE KERMEN 

Use and functions of examples in chemistry teaching at university level  

A qualitative study was conducted by means of interviews of eight chemistry teachers in two 
universities. It determined the uses and the functions that the teachers assign to examples in their 
teaching. The teachers surveyed agree about the place and caracteristics of examples, about their 
cognitive, pedagogical, motivational or mediative functions On the contrary they disagree when it 
comes to designate what is done in practical sessions, which are essentially examples for some and 
concrete situations for others. The analysis of the justifications given by the teachers shows that 
choosing to use a specific example or a certain type of example is due to various influences which 
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partially condition the teachers’ practices. The mediative role toward the industrial world seems 
more important in master or professional degree but no real case studies including several types of 
skills and knowledge are being conducted.  
 
 

 CAROLINE LEININGER-FRÉZAL, NICOLAS DOUAY & MARIANNE COHEN 

The case study face to Example: practices and challenges in the teaching of geography and 
planning at the University 

Geography and Urban planning teaching is focused on space in a general and theoretical point of 
view but it also deals with specific places. Using examples or case studies to teach geography or 
urban planning seems to be natural. This fact is largely based on a disciplinary legacy for which 
empirical geography is built around regional case studies. While geography 
has experienced different epistemological developments, it seems interesting to question the 
reality of teaching practices in contemporary geography education in the university. That is what 
this article proposes to do through the analysis of a corpus of interviews with French teacher-
researchers in the geography or urban planning field. 
 
 

 ANNE-EMMANUELLE DEMARTINI 

Conceptions and uses of example in teaching history at the University. Proliferation, 
tensions, gasps and paradoxes 

What is an example to academic teachers in history and what for ? What value is placed on the 
example and how is it used in teaching history at the University ? What relationship between uses of 
example and nature of history ? How the two modalities of example (exemplum and casus) are used 
in teaching ? Based on 8 interviews, the paper explores the proliferation of pratices, uses, functions 
of examples and questions the epistemological basis of the practices. The value placed on the 
example that has a function both pedagogical and cognitive is related to an implicit epistemology. 
But since case in research field is considered as the opposite of example, it becomes the same in the 
teaching of history. 
 
 

 ALAIN KUZNIAK, MARC ROGALSKI & LAURENT VIVIER 

Highlighting mathematics through examples? 

The strong link between mathematics and examples is analysed as a very component of 
mathematical activity. Then some didactical tentative proposals are presented for developing 
mathematical training based on a reasoned use of examples. Interviews with researcher-teachers 
enable to identify different types of using examples at a universitary level in the French context. In 
fact examples are considerd as a crucial element that is necessary for conducing efficient 
mathematical work, including for students; nevertheless, their use remains marginal in 
mathematical teachers' practives: their teaching privileges grand theoretical constructions and 
their emblematic theorems. 
 
 

 THOMAS BARRIER  

Examples and mathematical proving: a semantic and dialogic approach 

This paper addresses the roles of examples when dealing with mathematical proof in higher 
education. I use the distinction between semantic and syntactic approaches to get a first insight. 
Then I focus on a specific role: the contribution of examples in proving. I put forward a reference 
framework, the dialogic approaches of logic, to offer model of validation which is enough 
comprehensive to give an account for both example use and formal utterance manipulation. The 
model is grounded on the concept of game. Two main findings are pointed out. The distinction 
between play level and strategy level helps to address the dynamic facet of proof process. Besides, 
the model permits to better grasp the common or specific aspects of formal manipulations and 
examples consideration, the specific ones being sometimes overvalued in my viewpoint. 
 
 

 SIMON FLANDIN, MARINE AUBY & LUC RIA  

What are teachers interested in toward educational examples ? A study of trainees’ use of 
video-enhanced ressources  

This article reports on a case study on teachers’ video-enhanced education. Considering the fact 
that video exemplification is a thriving practice in the field although there is little consensus in the 
literature regarding its instructional issues, it seems appropriate to focus on the activity carried out 
by teachers in video-enhanced devices in order to identify promising characteristics (nature of the 
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examples, types of associations between them, documentation methods, organization and 
scenarization, etc.). This study involved six trainees who used, during two sessions of 45 minutes, a 
digital device based on a « pedagogy of typical professional paths » (Durand, 2014; Ria & Leblanc, 
2011). The goal was to better understand their use of video exemplification and sense-making. The 
results indicate that student teachers (i) preferentially target resources about "economic rules"; (ii) 
plebiscite classroom situations, always consulted; (iii) are particularly interested (even if they are 
sometimes disappointed) in the experts’ testimonies; (iv) initially show a distrust toward resources 
assumed to be theoretical; (v) get gradually interested in these resources during the second session. 
We conclude with several empirical and technological prospects for the design of video-enhanced 
devices for teacher induction. 
 
 

Varia 
 
 

 PIERRE BILLOUET 

The problematic education of the citizen 

Education of the citizen is problematic on several sides, and just one will be treated here, from 
Rousseau, who, in the Social Contract, provides the classic definition of autonomy: «obedience to a 
law which we prescribe to ourselves ». Autonomy implies the prescription of the law by citizens and 
the obedience by subjects. The article shows through several types of reading of Emile that the 
rousseauist education does not allow the formation of the citizen in the precise sense of co-
legislator. But since autonomy is, on the other hand, the highest good according to the critical 
system of Kant, it is necessary to observe if this system gives some tools for education of the co-
lawmaking. Finally the article clarifies several fundamental differences between both authors and 
invites to consider the current practices of the school education. 
 
 

 AGATHE FANCHINI  

Determinants of social skills of students from 7 to 12 years 

Differences of achievement in school, traditionally studied by education researchers, can be 
analyzed in the light of skills and especially social skills. This scientific field is under construction but 
social skills still become a "must" for actors of the school system and for Educational Sciences. 
Through a multidisciplinary approach, this article proposes to study the determinants of social skills 
with social and educational indicators widely borrowed into the explanation of the differences of 
achievement models, with associated self-image, neuroticism and relationship with school 
measures. Indeed, these three dimensions are involved in the socialization and development of 
student skills. A reliable analytic tool of social skills (in a sample of 855 students from 7 to 12 years) 
enables to understanding for example girls' success at school or the weight of the self-image in the 
development of social interpersonal and intra-individual skills. The results which explain 
determinants of social skills (self-explanatory success) allow opening the debate on the differences 
in academic achievement in school and redesign the classic pattern of the direct link between the 
characteristics and achievement, by intermediate effect of social skills. 
 
 

 LIJUAN WANG  

Chinese Statistics in Education: Ethnic and Residential Categorization in Question 

China has inherited from its past statistical categories based on ethnicity (Han/shaoshu minzu or 
minorities) and residency (hukou system). We study the issues resulting from this categorization, 
especially concerning education and schooling.The common practice and the lack of homogeneity 
of the current filing system raise a problem, because the essentialisation of ethnical and residential 
categories have uncertain scientific basis. Nowadays, this filing system is subject of critics shared by 
Chinese sociologists who are in search of a new and better form of classification that captures the 
reality of contemporary China (Rocca, 2008). The difficulty to obtain complete or relevant statistical 
sources lead us to use in our survey a filling system more focused on sociological than political 
concepts. Our research concerns four secondary schools in Xichang, capital city of Liangshan Yi 
Prefecture (Sichuan). And it reveals the complexity of the educational reality in this country, 
beyond the categories of the common political practices (minority membership, residential status). 
 
 
 


